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SUMMARY

We report attack rates and contact-related predictors among community contacts of severe acute

respiratory syndrome (SARS) cases from the 2003 Toronto-area outbreak. Community contact

data was extracted from public health records for single, well-defined exposures to a SARS case.

In total, 8662 community-acquired exposures resulted in 61 probable cases ; a crude attack rate of

0.70% [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.54–0.90]. Persons aged 55–69 years were at higher risk of

acquiring SARS (1.14%) than those either younger (0.60%) or older (0.70%). In multivariable

analysis exposures for at least 30 min at a distance of f1 m increased the likelihood of becoming

a SARS case 20.4-fold (95% CI 11.8–35.1). Risk related to duration of illness in the source case

at time of exposure was greatest for illness duration of 7–10 days (rate ratio 3.4, 95% CI 1.9–6.1).

Longer and closer proximity exposures incurred the highest rate of disease. Separate measures of

time and distance from source cases should be added to minimum datasets for the assessment of

interventions for SARS and other emerging diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) cases were

reported in 32 countries worldwide over the winter

and spring of 2003. Outside of Asia, the highest

number of SARS cases was reported in Ontario,

Canada [1]. Almost all of them were in the Greater

Toronto Area [2]. Health-care workers, other persons

who provided care to SARS cases and in-patients

were at highest risk for SARS [1, 3]. However, the rate

of SARS transmission to other community members

and the particular circumstances in which community

transmission occurs are not well described. We report

the attack rate among those community contacts

of SARS cases from the 2003 Greater Toronto

Area outbreak who incurred clearly defined non-

overlapping exposures. We also assess contact-related

factors for becoming a probable case.

METHODS

We extracted data from public health records of the

three local health units of the City of Toronto and
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adjacent municipalities of York and Peel, hereinafter

referred to as the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).

These health units dealt with 90% of the SARS cases

and 95% of identified SARS contacts in the Ontario

outbreak. The study was approved by the participat-

ing health units and by the Health Sciences I Research

Ethics Committee of the University of Toronto.

As potential SARS cases were reported to the local

public health units, their contacts were identified and

reached (usually by telephone) for assessment of ex-

posure, symptoms, and directions regarding quaran-

tine. Contacts were quarantined at home and assessed

regularly by telephone by public health staff. A de-

scription of the tracking and follow-up of contacts has

been previously published [4].

We reviewed the existing paper and electronic

public health records of cases (all individuals in-

vestigated as potential cases) and contacts. These re-

cords, created at the time of the outbreak, included

gender, age, the nature and date(s) of exposures, date

of symptom onset for the source case (from which

duration of source-case illness at the time the contact

was exposed was calculated), and dates and outcomes

of public health follow-up. The records were coded

for level of contact (Table 1) and exposure setting

(Table 2). The level of contact categories were based

on an index initially piloted at Toronto Public Health

during the later part of the outbreak. Contacts were

classified into mutually exclusive and exhaustive

categories according to the information available at

the time of their initial identification. Where there

was uncertainty, contacts were coded to the less-close

level of contact. Final case status for individuals

investigated as potential SARS was according to the

case review conducted post-outbreak by all health

units, using the 29 May 2003 Health Canada case

definitions (probable, suspect, or not meeting case

definition). Community contacts were defined as

persons who were exposed in settings such as house-

holds, workplaces, social/religious gatherings, schools,

visiting a friend/relative in hospital, or while at a

physicians’ office, outpatient clinic or emergency de-

partment. Persons exposed as a result of being in-

patients or workers in hospitals were excluded from

the present study, as were contacts exposed during

international travel. After coding, the six relational

databases (i.e. case and contact sets for three health

units) were merged using unique personal identifiers.

Contacts were linked to their source case(s). After

removal of duplicate records and data cleaning, the

dataset comprised 30 920 community contacts. It

also included all suspect and probable source and

secondary cases. From this dataset, we excluded

22080 contacts that were exposed to multiple source

cases simultaneously or in overlapping exposures.

The remaining 8840 community contacts were able

to be linked to a single source case in a well-defined

non-overlapping exposure. Exposures (of the same

person) separated by o10 days (the majority of

SARS cases have an incubation period of <10 days)

were retained. A further 178 contacts were excluded

because of missing data for exposure setting or level

of contact, leaving 8662 community contacts for the

present analysis. The Ontario outbreak occurred in

Table 1. Definitions of level of contact

Level of
contact Definition Examples

1 Exposure for o30 min at a distance of f1 m Providing direct care to a case, embracing a case,

visiting a case
2a Greatest degree of contact was being in the same

room as a case for o30 min
Same classroom, clinical office waiting room, open
hospital ICU or emergency department waiting

room
2b Closest contact was : (i) being in the same room

as a case for <30 min or (ii) being on the same
floor or building wing as a case regardless of

duration of contact

Same hospital ward or floor of an office building,
casual greetings while passing, same elevator

3 Greatest degree of contact was being in (i) the
same building in which there were unlinked

chains of transmission and/or multiple cases or
(ii) same social network in which there were
unlinked chains of transmission and/or multiple

cases

Social network: an affinity group where members
were frequently related to each other and also

had frequent social contact, including at large
gatherings including members of both single and
multiple households
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two phases starting on 23 February 2003. Contacts

whose last exposure date was between 23 February

2003 and 22 May 2003 (the day before the second

phase of the outbreak was detected), were classified as

Phase I contacts. Contacts in Phase II were exposed

between detection of the second outbreak and two

incubation periods (20 days) after the last case was

placed in isolation (23 May 2003 to 2 July 2003).

Statistical analyses

Age, gender, and duration of source-case illness were

missing for 1617 (18.7%), 437 (5.0%), and 487

(5.6%) respectively of the 8662 contacts. Rather than

excluding them, we imputed age and gender using

Hot-Deck Imputation [5] in the software package

SOLAS 3.0 [6]. This method of imputation sorted re-

spondents and non-respondents into imputation sub-

sets according to a specified set of demographic

factors. An imputation subset comprised of subjects

with the same values for all of the specified factors.

Missing values were then replaced with values taken

from matching respondents. A matching respondent

was a subject who was identical to a non-respondent

with respect to the values of the specified factors.

If there was more than one matching respondent for

any particular non-respondent, then the respondent’s

value was randomly selected from within the impu-

tation subset. If a matching respondent did not exist

in the initial imputation attempt, the subset was col-

lapsed by one level starting with the last factor selec-

ted as a sort variable, or until a match could be found.

We used the following four factors as sort variables

(in order) : outbreak phase, health unit, level of con-

tact, and setting type.

The remaining statistical analyses were carried out

using the software package SAS 8.2 [7]. Univariate

analyses consisted of frequency distributions of con-

tacts by age, gender, exposure setting, level of contact,

duration of source-case illness, phase of outbreak, as

well as attack rates corresponding to each of these

factors. x2 tests were used to assess the statistical sig-

nificance of the relationships between occurrence of

infection and the factors. In addition, the distribution

of attack rates by age was summarized graphically

using 10-year moving averages (an attack rate was

calculated incrementally for each 10-year age group).

In a similar manner, the distribution of attack rates

by duration of source-case illness was summarized

graphically using 2-day moving averages (an attack

rate was calculated incrementally for each 2-day

duration group). Multivariable logistic regression was

Table 2. Definitions of exposure settings

Exposure setting Definition Example

Household Living in same house as SARS case Room-mates, parents and children living in the
same house

Social/extended family Interaction with case was in a social setting, or
was a family member who did not live in the
same house as a case

Visited a case at home or attended a religious
event or party or wedding reception or funeral
that was also attended by a SARS case

Work Exposure occurred in the course of the
contact’s work, excluding school staff and
excluding health-care workers (i.e. people who
worked in a health-care setting)

Painter working in the house of a SARS case,
grocery store staff exposed to a case while at
work

School Exposure occurred in a school or classroom Students, staff or visitors at colleges,
universities, primary or secondary schools

Clinical office Exposure occurred at a health-care location

outside of a hospital or nursing home, whether
or not the contact was a patient, person who
accompanied a patient, or person who worked

at the health-care location

Offices of doctors, dentists, chiropractors

Hospital emergency
room/outpatient clinic

Exposure occurred in an emergency room or
outpatient clinic located in a hospital building;
contacts were patients or visited/accompanied

another person to that setting

Attending emergency room, foot-care or
rehabilitation clinic located in a hospital

Hospital visitor Entered part of a hospital building other than
an emergency room or outpatient clinic and

were exposed to a case. Excludes hospital
in-patients, persons who work in the hospital

Visiting someone in the hospital, having lunch
in the cafeteria, having a prescription filled at

the hospital
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used to assess the relationships after adjusting for

potential confounders. A variable was considered to

be a confounder if the ratio of two relative rates was

1.15 times or greater [8]. Receiver operating charac-

teristic (ROC) methodology was used to assess the

accuracy of the multivariable logistic regression

model to predict a contact becoming a probable case

by computing the area under the ROC curve [9, 10].

Values of the area ranged from 0.5 to 1.0, indicating

the lowest to highest degree of accuracy, respectively.

The corrected-group-prognosis method was used to

compute adjusted attack rates [11]. To assess the effect

of imputation, the above-mentioned analyses were

repeated by excluding contacts with missing age,

gender, or duration of source-case illness. Because the

patterns of attack rates were similar and overall con-

clusions were unchanged between the two sets of

analyses, we opted to report the results only from the

imputed dataset in this paper.

RESULTS

There was an approximately equal distribution of

male and female contacts, and the majority were be-

tween the ages of 18 and 69 years (Table 3). Only 647

(7.5%) of contacts were classified as having ‘Level 1’

exposures – i.e. exposure for at least 30 min at a dis-

tance of f1 m. The largest proportion of contacts

were among persons for whom the greatest degree of

Table 3. Distribution of discrete factors and univariate estimates of

attack rates

Factor

Number of

contacts
(% of group)

Number

who became
probable cases

Attack
rate, % P value

Age group (years) 0.005
0–12 510 (5.9) 3 0.59

13–17 1886 (21.8) 8 0.42
18–39 2763 (31.9) 14 0.51
40–54 1863 (21.5) 13 0.70

55–69 1074 (12.4) 18 1.68
70–84 481 (5.5) 4 0.83
o85 85 (1.0) 1 1.18

Gender 0.81

Male 3966 (45.8) 27 0.68
Female 4696 (54.2) 34 0.72

Exposure setting <0.001
Household 309 (3.6) 32 10.36
Social or extended family 1022 (11.8) 12 1.17

Work 1223 (14.1) 1 0.08
School 3000 (34.6) 0 0.00
Clinical office 2082 (24.1) 3 0.14

Hospital ER or outpatient 556 (6.4) 2 0.36
Hospital visitor 470 (5.4) 11 2.34

Level of contact <0.001
1 647 (7.5) 41 6.34

2a 3493 (40.3) 18 0.52
2b 1559 (18.0) 2 0.13
3 2963 (34.2) 0 0.00

Source-case illness (days) <0.001

0 703 (8.1) 9 1.28
1–6 6842 (79.0) 27 0.39
7–10 856 (9.9) 21 2.45
o11 261 (3.0) 4 1.53

Phase of outbreak 0.001
Phase I 6219 (71.8) 55 0.88
Phase II 2443 (28.2) 6 0.25
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contact was being in the same room as a case for

o30 min (i.e. Level 2a). Household settings had the

largest percentage of Level 1 exposures (Fig. 1), fol-

lowed by social or extended family settings.

Attack rates

A total of 61 persons became probable and eight be-

came suspect cases as a result of the 8662 community

exposures, yielding a crude attack rate (probable

cases) of 0.70% (95% CI 0.54–0.90%). The attack

rates were higher for those aged o55 years compared

to younger persons (Fig. 2). Attack rates by duration

of source-case illness are displayed in Figure 3. Phase

of outbreak, level of contact, duration of source-case

illness, and exposure setting were all significant fac-

tors for becoming a case in univariate analysis, while

gender was not (Table 3). Analyses in Table 3 were

repeated using both probable and suspect cases

as the outcome and because the findings were very

similar only the results from the probable cases are

reported. From a multivariable analysis of the data

(adjusting for all factors listed in Table 3) the pattern

of results remained unchanged, although the rate

ratios were attenuated towards the null, indicating

the presence of confounding (Table 4). Although

there was still an age effect, it was no longer statisti-

cally significant. Attack rates were higher in Phase I

than in Phase II of the outbreak (0.82% vs. 0.31%,

P value=0.02). The highest attack rate by level

of contact occurred among those who had a Level 1

exposure (5.19% vs. 0.25%, P<0.001). Exposure

setting was not included in the multivariable

analysis because of its high correlation with level of

contact, leading to problems with multicollinearity.

Nonetheless, from univariate analyses, the exposure

setting with the highest attack rate was households

(10.36%), followed by hospital visitor (2.34%), then

by social or extended family (1.17%). The attack rates

for the remaining exposure settings were all below

0.5% (Table 3). For the multivariable analysis, the

area under the ROC curve was 0.89 (95% CI

0.84–0.92), indicating a high level of accuracy of

the model to predict a contact becoming a case. The

accuracy of this model was higher than for the model

that used exposure setting instead of level of contact,

which yielded an area under the ROC curve of

0.86 (95% CI 0.81–0.90). This implies that level of

contact was a more accurate predictor of a contact to

become a case than exposure setting. To facilitate

Household

Work

School

Clinical office

Hospital ER
or outpatient

Social or
extended family

Hospital visitor
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Fig. 1. Percentage of contacts who had Level 1 contact by
type of setting.
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more direct comparisons with the literature, we

examined age-specific attack rates among household

members (n=309). Among those aged 0–54 years, the

attack rate was 9.36% compared to 15.09% among

those aged 55–69 years, and 9.52%, for those aged

o70 years.

Interpretation

Our study is the first to report the relationship be-

tween level of exposure (distance and time) and attack

rate among community contacts of probable SARS

cases, after considering the effects of other factors.

Exposure for o30 min at a distance of f1 m was the

strongest risk factor, regardless of age, gender or

duration of source-case illness at time of exposure.

Level of contact was very strongly associated with

exposure setting. Among persons in household set-

tings, 90.6% had Level 1 contact. This finding in-

dicates the nature of the key questions that should be

asked of all contacts, and provides useful prognostic

information.

There are few data in the literature regarding SARS

attack rates among community contacts. Several au-

thors [12–15] have examined risk factors in terms of

the relationship (e.g. spouse) of the contact to source

case, being a caregiver for a source case, and/or the

exposure setting (e.g. household). However, not all

studies used multivariable analyses to assess the rela-

tive importance of risk factors [12, 13]. Comparisons

between studies are difficult because of differences

in quarantine methods, and differences in categor-

ization of exposures. From our univariate analyses,

we observed that the highest attack rates were among

persons who were exposed in a household setting,

lower attack rates among hospital visitors, and very

low attack rates among work or school contacts, a

similar pattern to that observed elsewhere [12].

Gender was not a factor for the acquisition of

SARS in our study, consistent with others [14]. Our

findings with respect to age resemble those from

Beijing [12]. In the Singapore household contact study

age was not a risk factor for transmission [14],

although the sample was small and there was limited

Table 4. Distribution of factors and univariate and multivariable estimates of attack rates and rate ratios

Factor

Number of

contacts
(% of group)

Number
who
became

probable
cases

Univariate

attack rate,
%

Univariate

rate ratio
(95% CI) P value

Multivariable
adjusted

attack rate,
%

Multivariable
adjusted

rate ratio
(95% CI) P value

Age group

(years)

<0.001 0.08

0–54 7022 (81.1) 38 0.54 1.0 0.60 1.0
55–69 1074 (12.4) 18 1.68 3.1 (1.8–5.4) 1.14 1.9 (1.1–3.4)
o70 566 (6.5) 5 0.88 1.6 (0.6–4.1) 0.70 1.2 (0.5–3.0)

Gender 0.81 0.74

Male 3966 (45.8) 27 0.68 1.0 0.67 1.1
Female 4696 (54.2) 34 0.72 1.1 (0.6–1.8) 0.73 1.1 (0.6–1.8)

Level of
contact

<0.001 <0.001

1 647 (7.5) 41 6.34 25.4 (14.9–43.1) 5.19 20.4 (11.8–35.1)
2a, 2b, 3 8015 (92.5) 20 0.25 1.0 0.25 1.0

Source-case
illness (days)

<0.001 <0.001

0 703 (8.1) 9 1.28 3.2 (1.5–6.9) 0.68 1.4 (0.7–3.1)
1–6 6842 (79.0) 27 0.39 1.0 0.47 1.0
7–10 856 (9.9) 21 2.45 6.2 (3.5–10.9) 1.62 3.4 (1.9–6.1)

o11 261 (3.0) 4 1.53 3.9 (1.4–11.0) 1.18 2.5 (0.9–7.1)

Phase of
outbreak

0.001 0.02

Phase I 6219 (71.8) 55 0.88 3.6 (1.5–8.3) 0.82 2.7 (1.1–6.3)

Phase II 2443 (28.2) 6 0.25 1.0 0.31 1.0
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power for that analysis. It is possible that age may

be a marker for some other attribute, such as the

probability of becoming symptomatic after infection

[12]. A few serological studies have examined the

occurrence of subclinical/asymptomatic disease.

One study [16] found that cases of ‘pneumonic ’ SARS

did not differ in age from asymptomatic cases. Other

investigators have found that the occurrence of sub-

clinical disease was very low and have lacked the

power to test for an association between age and

the likelihood of developing symptomatic disease

[17–21].

In our study, attack rates were lower in Phase II

than in Phase I. In the initial stages of the outbreak,

SARS was all but unknown. By Phase II, knowledge

about control measures had greatly advanced and an

infrastructure was available to rapidly implement

them. It is also possible that SARS coronavirus

may have become inherently less transmissible over

the period or that transmissibility was influenced by

seasonal effects.

In the published literature on SARS there is no

consistent set of variables or definitions for the

ascertainment of exposures. Measures that are used

tap into mixed constructs (e.g. our Level 1 exposure

includes both time and distance criteria). A minimum

dataset for SARS has been proposed [22], to support

assessment of reproduction rate, case status and out-

comes. It expands on the minimum reporting re-

quirements of the World Health Organization [23] to

include limited information on exposures to a puta-

tive source case. It includes limited information on

duration and locale (setting) of exposures. If the re-

commended data are collected on both cases and

contacts, and are then linked together, one is able to

estimate the duration of illness in the source case at

the time when contacts are exposed. However, it does

not include any ‘distance’ measures other than a de-

scription of the exposure. We recommend that a sim-

ple distance measure such as we used be added to

this minimum dataset as it has proven useful in the

characterization of transmission risk and (elsewhere),

mode of transmission [24]. A composite index con-

sisting of time, distance and setting variables could

then be constructed from the description and the

duration, distance and setting measures. Settings are

useful for outbreak investigators to use as a starting

point for making lists of contacts. They may also help

investigators to set priorities for contact tracing [25].

However, data on time and distance are also needed,

as noted by the CDC: ‘In large indoor settings,

because of diffusion and local circulation patterns, the

degree of proximity between contacts and the index

patient can influence the likelihood of transmission’

[25]. Time and distance measures are needed to be

able to operationally define the cut-points for the con-

centric circles of contact investigation in an outbreak.

For newly emerging infections, this information may

also help to distinguish between airborne vs. droplet

spread; information that is critical to direct control

measures.

Our study is limited by the nature of the available

data. Our definitions for level of exposure were speci-

fic to the outbreak in the GTA and their utility may

be less in other settings. Because the clinical case

definition of SARS is non-specific, it is possible that

‘close’ contacts were more likely to be classified as

being SARS than others. Some additional variables

of interest (e.g. the health status of contacts) were

not available, and our definition of ‘community

contact ’ may have included caregivers of some

cases. In order to calculate accurate attack rates, our

analysis focused on exposure to single cases with well-

defined exposures. In practice, some settings often

involved overlapping exposures to multiple cases

and many hospital-visitor contacts were excluded be-

cause of this. Attack rates for persons with multiple

and ill-defined exposures might differ from those with

single, well-defined exposure episodes. The attack

rates given here represent close exposure to an ident-

ifiable case. The risk to the general hospital visitor is

much lower.

CONCLUSION

The important factors for becoming a probable

case included level of exposure, age, duration of

source-case illness, and phase of outbreak. Among

community contacts in the GTA SARS outbreak

of 2003, the crude attack rate was very low: 0.70%.

We recommend that a simple distance measure

for the characterization of exposures should be

included in a minimum dataset for evaluation of

SARS interventions and for other emerging infectious

diseases.
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